Information recognition and extraction of human emotions are necessary for machines to communicate smoothly with humans and to realize emotion communications. We focus on human psychological characteristics to develop general-purpose agents that can recognize human emotion and create machine emotion. We comprehensively analyze brain waves, voice sounds and picture images that represent information included in emotion elements of phonation, facial expressions, and speech usage. We analyze and estimate many statistical data based on the latest achievements of brain science and psychology in order to derive transition networks for human psychological states. We establish a speaker word model for researching computer simulation of psychological change and emotional presentation, developing emotion interface, and establishing theoretic structure and realization method of emotion communication. A new approach for recognizing human emotion based on Mental State Transition Network will be described and one emotion estimation method based on sentence pattern of emotion occurrence events will be discussed, and some new results of the project will be given.
Introduction
Modern information communication mainly focuses on verbal information and to a lesser degree deals with the human emotions accompanying the message (nonverbal information). Both research and business are developing in the field of human interface technology which covers voice recognition, voice synthesis and virtual reality. However, there are many problems in affective information processing and recognizing human emotion accurately. This makes many people still feel strong resistance toward interacting with machines in business fields of terminal devices (mobile phones and car navigation systems) and medical care systems. Semantic recognition of natural language, which is essential for a machine to communicate with a human, is not efficient enough. It is also indispensable for a machine to recognize and extract the information in human emotions (acts, facial expressions and sensibility) to actualize emotion communication without any sense of unease for the human [1] , [3] , [4] .
Our research focuses on human mental features and aims to develop an emotion measurement model for a speaker and emotion simulation model for a computer which work as a multi-purpose agent recognizing human emotions and creating artificial emotions. To be more precise, we analyze information contained in the brain wave [36] , [37] , sound voice, visual image and speech pattern from the perspective of mental features [34] . We also analyze large statistical data based on the latest result of neurology and psychology in order to derive a mental state transition network. By constructing and using a word model for a speaker, we study how to simulate a change of mental state or emotional demonstrations by a computer. Our study aims to develop an emotion interface and establish a theoretical system and a method for future emotion communication.
In this paper, a new approach for recognizing human emotion based on Mental State Transition Network (MSTN) [33] , [35] will be described and an emotion estimation method based on sentence pattern of emotion occurrence events will be discussed. Lastly, some new results for the project will be given.
Model for human emotion recognition
Traditional behavioral psychology has dealt with the recognition of human emotions, however, owing to the lack of engineering methods a significant achievement has not yet been made. On the other hand, traditional artificial intelligence has already been working on information retrieval or an inference method on the basis of human psyche and culture, however, it has not yet realized to simulate human emotions by computers.
However, these traditional studies have not been focused on the depth of affectability and have not yet succeeded in recognizing human emotion.
We present a model to recognize human emotion. The basic idea of our approach is that the MSTN should be employed to recognize human emotion using speech patterns, phonetic information and face features. Figure 1 shows the structure of affective interface [2] .
The model has two parts, one is the Human Emotion Recognition Engine (HMRE) and the other is the Machine Emotion Creation Engine (MECE). The HMRE consists of linguistic information based emotion recognition module, phonetic information based emotion recognition module, and expressive information based emotion recognition module. A corpus, an ontology and an individualization DB are also employed to recognize human emotions. The MECE has three processes: sensibility language process, sensibility sound voice process, and emotion face process. A Mental State Transition Network used in both Engines and a psychological questionnaire experiment will be described in next section.
Mental state transition network
Affective communication is an important theme for developing future-generation communication systems and the methodologies for constructing an emotion interface should be established first. External information such as language and facial expressions are not enough to model human emotion, so it is necessary to combine them with more physical reactions. We started a project to measure human emotions combining language, voice, facial expression and brain wave information. Our latest results of various experiments do not show striking achievements, however, we had an idea to approximate human physical reactions based on a particular transition network which deduces human emotions by a black box before the human brain mechanism is found out.
We hypothecate that human emotions are placed on several states and they transit between several discrete states. Here we call these states as "mental state". Human mental states can transit from one state to another state on a certain condition. Frequencies of transition among these states are not the same, however, there exists a certain expectation value without considering external causes. Analysis of large data and human personality information allow building the following network module representing mental state transitions as Fig.2 shows. In Fig.2 , 0 means Serene, 1 means Happy, 2 means Sad, 3 means Angry, 4 means Disgust, 5 means Fear and 6 means Surprise.
Fig. 2. Concept of Mental State Transition Network
We obtained the probability distribution in our model through an experiment using a psychological questionnaire. In the experiment, we had about 200 participants recruited primarily from different high schools and universities in China and Japan respectively. The psychological experiment required participants to fill out a table which was designed for creating transitions among seven emotional (mental) states. Table 1 shows the MSTN model introduced from the psychological experiment. 
Emotion energy acquired from phonetic information
We call an appearance information an emotion energy. At present, the emotion energies are acquired from three parts, the linguistic information, the phonetic information and the expressive information. This section describes a method for acquiring emotion energy from phonetic information. Human emotions such as anger, sorrow, joy, laughter or excitement are considered to reside in intonations or rhythms in voice. It is important for human emotion recognition to use voice information. In traditional studies which attempted to recognize emotions from voice information, voice recognition Hidden Markov Model (HMM) are commonly used for emotion recognition. As the virtual personality on computer should respond to the users naturally, duration, speed, pausing, amplitude and basic frequency of speech have been analyzed for recent emotion recognition studies. Neural net or tones are also utilized for emotion analysis. These studies, however, are facing difficulties in recognizing emotional ups and downs or emotional transitions, because general emotion analysis based on voice recognition cannot recognize the expressions from the intonation. Although there is a new approach based on phoneme, it is still difficult to recognize emotion using a neural net, which cannot trace the judgment and lacks reproduction ability and accuracy.
Our research aims to construct an emotion interface, which requires construction of the models for human emotion recognition and artificial emotion creation. As mentioned before, we comprehensively analyze information contained in the brain wave, sound voice, visual image and speech patterns from the perspective of mental features. We also analyze and presume large statistic data based on the latest result of neuroscience and psychology in order to derive mental state transition network.
As for extracting emotion elements from speaker's voice, we did not use spectrum learning by using a neural network or a HMM, instead, we used a mental state transition network recognizing the human emotion based on its intonation or transition amounts and by obtaining the information about its mental state transition. We conducted several experiments about optional voice, emotion analysis for music, emotion spectrum and emotional recognition from a series of emotional dialogues, and we also detected information about emotion transition from a series of dialogues. By those experiments we examined and modified the adjustability of the measurement method comparing the actual human emotion transition.
Emotion energy acquired from expressive information
The expressive information in this paper indicates facial expressions. A prototype system for identifying facial expressions by using facial features is presented. The system recognizes 7 facial expressions. The 7 facial expressions are made up of 6 basic emotional expressions (happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and dislike) and one non-expression. The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is used to make the resulting system robust. For identification, the shortest distance between the input features and features stored in a dictionary is used. From these facial expressions a user's intention can be extrapolated and used to improve the human computer interaction experience [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] .
Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
Facial expressions play an important role in communication by relaying non-verbal information about the physical and mental state of the speaker [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . Detecting the expressions and quantitatively describing them are important for research in multiple fields, such as medicine and psychology [21] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] . The FACS was designed in the 70's by Ekman and Friesen [5] , [6] , [11] , [22] , [23] , [24] [25]. It is based on years of psychological investigation and experimentation and still the most widely used as the robust method for describing facial behaviors. Its use has spread outside of the psychological and clinical fields. FACS consists of a set of 44 visually discriminable independent Action Units (AUs). Expressions can be described by combining multiple AUs. Each expression is given a score that is made up of the list of AUs. 
Modeling of Face Pictures
A dictionary is built for each user and is comprised of 7 images, see The matrix X, see equation 1, is computed and stored for each individual. In the matrix i corresponds to the index of the 7 expression images and j points the feature value with that index. In the case of i = 0, the values for the expressionless image are used. The average vector is also computed for each user in the database. In order to save space and calculation time, the image is not stored in the database and only the vector is stored.
Expression Judgment
For judging the expression in an image the minimum distance identification method discussed in [32] is coupled with FACS. The expressions are ranked according to the number of the matched feature values. When the match is not above the given threshold or when the differences between the 1st ranked and other expressions are small, minimum distance identification is used. The minimum distance identification method is used on the input vector and those in the dictionary. If the FACS expression and the minimum distance identification expression are the same then that expression is the answer. If they differ then the answer will be the one with the larger distance from the 2nd best candidate.
The minimum distance identification method is used when FACS is not capable of determining the correct expression. Some examples of this situation is when both right and left facial expression is asymmetry or when the expression is individually characteristic. Since this method requires vector data from training images only people who have previously had their expressions put in the dictionary are able to be directly determined. However, a non-registered user's expressions can still be determined.
The first step in determining a non-registered user's expression is to calculate the feature values in their expressionless face. Then, this is compared with the values of every expressionless feature in the dictionary. The person in the dictionary with the closest vector data will then be used for further determination.
Judgment Using FACS
In [24] , AUs are mapped to expressions. Each AU is labeled as operating (ON) or non-operating (OFF). The expression is determined by the agreement of ON and OFF AUs. The expression with the highest agreement is chosen as the candidate expressions.
Judgment Using Minimum Distance Identification
Judgment using minimum distance identification uses the vector data stored in the dictionary. The input image's feature values are compared to the expressionless image in the dictionary using the Euclidean distance. The expression with the minimum distance and the expressions within 5% of the minimum distance are scored. The expression with the higest score is chosen as the candidate expression.
Emotion energy acquired from speech patterns
An emotion of a speaker can be recognized based on speech patterns in most cases [34] . For example, the sentence: "The doctor told me that the injury is very serious" contains fear and anxiety. The sentence: "Ms. Hanako Tokushima, mother of Mr. Taro Tokushima passed away peacefully on Wednesday" contains sorrow and "The board of directors of the promotion strategy for information communication research and development has given final approval to fund your research application" contains joy, respectively.
The basic idea of acquiring emotion energy from speech patterns can be describe as follows.
For conversations, an "emotion dictionary", "image value database"and "favor value database" are identified, and "emotion attribute", "attribute image value" and "likability" are decided for each word in the conversations. Next, the "modifier dictionary " enlarges or reduces an emotion attribute for each noun or verb. The sentence pattern is searched for in the "emotion occurrence phenomenon dictionary." When the same pattern is found in the dictionary, the emotion attribute value is set for the sentence according to the emotion occurrence rule. The emotion parameter is calculated and one emotion is judged. Fig.3 shows a structure of the emotion estimation based on speech patterns. Fig. 3 . Structure of the emotion estimation system
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a new paradigm for research on human emotion recognition and artificial emotion creation. Traditional emotion studies were not focused on integration of internal and external aspects, because they were technically difficult. The research presented in this paper has developed a new paradigm for human mental state transition network and methods for human emotion recognition, artificial emotion creation, mental state transition of artificial emotion, and affective presentation. These are unseen creations which combine external feature information and physical reactions (mental state transition). The new methods are expected to largely contribute to the international society by developing future communication business.
Existing methods detect rhythms from voice sound (pronunciation), utilize emotion recognition (anger, joy, and sorrow) in order to divide recognition dictionaries of voice sound, and then replace the dictionaries according to the emotion. However, the estimation of human emotions based on voice sound is limited. This paper uses speech patterns besides voice sound to develop a new method for human emotion recognition. Utilizing speech patterns for speaker's emotion measurement is a unique feature of our study. Emotion communication is an important issue for developing next-generation communication systems. However, the existing models including the external information of voice sound or language are far from modeling and transmitting human emotions. Our research integrates external information and internal emotion transition mechanism to recognize human emotion, which shows the novelty of our method.
Emotion recognition will provide computers with adequate conversations considering the user's condition, which will enable better computer-based services. For instance, medical and welfare services can be improved by recognizing patients' and the elderly people's emotions. Computers can figure out problems and also improve rehabilitations. It might be even possible to diagnose mental disease automatically. Moreover, integration with voice sound recognition technology will widen its application to communication style robot and realize healing conversations desired especially for elderly people, which will create new industries such as robotics, car navigation systems, and call center services and will eventually realize a barrier-free ubiquitous computing society.
Modern information communication has been mainly focused on verbal information, information quantified with 0's and 1's on the network. Recent studies emphasize the importance of "non-verbal information." The effectiveness of the communication is largely affected by who is in charge of the communication. For example, persuasion by boy/girl friend would be much more effective than by others. Such real-life examples prove the importance of considering emotion. However, traditional information communication techniques have not dealt with human emotion. Our research, which suggests both human emotion recognition model and artificial emotion creation model, has significant values and potentials in the sense that it would give the direction for development of next-generation information communication techniques and improvement of human communication.
This paper has introduced the abstract of our project: Human Emotion Recognition and Artificial Emotion Creation. The mental state transition network has been presented along with some results of the psychological experiments.
The following are some open problems and future work.
1. An individualization DB has been constructed, as shown in Fig.1 . However, how does one copy with the individual difference in the mental state transition network?
2. How do we build an ontology and use it for emotion recognition?
3. How do we acquire the appearance emotion energy correctly?
4. Should we consider weights for each appearance emotion energy, such as emotion energy from linguistic information, from the phonetic information, and from the expressive information?
5. Should corporal information, for example, brain waves, be employed in the process? If yes, how do we use the corporal information to recognize the human emotion?
Utilizing the emotion energy acquired from external information in the proposed model, completing the mental state transition network, and developing an emotion interface will also be the future work.
